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Abstract
The decision processes surrounding outsourcing are complicated by the very nature of uncertainty involved in the outsourcing
process and by poor vendor management. In this study, we focus on vendor selection, one of the two basic issues of vendor
management in outsourcing. Due to the limitation of the classic one-stage vendor selection model, we propose a two-stage vendor
selection research framework in outsourcing. The ﬁrst stage is a trial phase that helps the client to ﬁnd the best match between the
vendor and the outsourced project. In the second stage, the client employs the chosen vendor for the full implementation of the
project. We formulate this selection decision under the two-stage framework as a combinatorial optimization model. We analyze the
complexity of the problem and develop a solution procedure to ﬁnd the exact optimal solution. By applying this model to numerical
case studies, we demonstrate that beneﬁt to adopt two-stage process to the vendor depends on information improvement in the ﬁrst
stage and the client’s ability to adapt to updated knowledge. We also argue that the selection of vendors for the ﬁrst stage testing is
more about creating a good vendor portfolio than simply picking the frontrunners.
䉷 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Outsourcing is concerned with the transferring of internal production functions of goods or services to an external
provider [1]. The outsourcing trend continues unabated in the US despite the negative politicization of outsourcing by
the media and politicians. For instance, Lacity and Willcocks [2] report that IT outsourcing contracts alone expect to
reach US$ 156 billion in 2004. It is also estimated that more than 50 percent of companies in the US will outsource
their IT functions in 2006 [3].
Moreover, the practice of outsourcing is expanding in both scope and sophistication. It used to be the case that
outsourcing only involves non-core activities with the purpose of helping ﬁrms to reduce costs and concentrate on
their core competency. Nowadays outsourcing has become an universal phenomenon in every area of business, such as
engineering, research and development (R&D), new product development, and marketing [4]. Outsourcing also plays
a strategic role by helping ﬁrms to acquire new capabilities, to bring about fundamental changes to managerial strategy
and organizational structure, and to facilitate the transformation of business models [5]. Many ﬁrms are looking to
outsourcing for a variety of beneﬁts, from cost savings to increased ﬂexibility, and from improvement in service quality
to better access to the state-of-the-art technology [6].
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Nevertheless, not every outsourcing project is a success story. Reported problems include the degradation of service
[7], the lack of cost reduction [8], and disagreements between clients and vendors [9]. While some failures can be
explained by the complexity and uncertainty involved in the outsourcing process, others are due to the poor management
of vendors.
Vendor management involves both vendor selection and client–vendor relationship control. Many researchers have
addressed the latter issue by the employment of transaction cost theory [7,10] or the analysis of incomplete contracts
[11]. The objective is for the client to induce the optimal performance from the vendors. It is equally important to
select the right vendor for the task. As noted by Power et al. [12], one pitfall for outsourcing failure is the minimal
knowledge of outsourcing methodologies, especially in the vendor selection process. This issue has been addressed by
many, but the majority of the work focuses on the single-stage process; that is, to build mathematical models to help
the client to choose one vendor from many solely based on the past performance data. Such approaches imply that
vendors’ past performance guarantees future results, an assumption does not necessarily apply because of ever changing
technology, a high degree of heterogeneity of outsourced projects, intrinsic variation, and low predictability in vendor
performance [13].
Recognizing the limitation of the single-stage approach, several researchers have discussed a two-stage process
[13,14]. The ﬁrst stage is a trial phase that helps the client to ﬁnd the best match between the vendor and the outsourced
project. In the second stage, the client employs the chosen vendor for the full implementation of the project. The
dominant theme of the existing work is on the dynamics of client–vendor interaction in the ﬁrst stage, analyzed under
the game theory framework.
In this paper, we subscribe to the notion of the two-stage process, but try to answer a different question: under
resource constraints, how should the client determine the scope of the ﬁrst-stage testing and decide which vendors
should participate based on their prior performance information? The fundamental tradeoff of this problem is embedded
in the allocation of a ﬁxed budget between the two stages. To improve its chance of getting a high-performing vendor for
the task, the client would like to invite as more candidates to participate in the ﬁrst-stage testing as possible. However,
involving too many vendors depletes the client’s budget and consequently, limits its ability to carry out the project to a
full extent in the second stage. We argue that the ﬁrst-stage testing is a process of gathering vendor information, so the
investment in the process should depend on the value of the information to be gathered. These values depend on both
the quality of information itself (by how much the client can expect to improve its knowledge about the vendors by the
ﬁrst stage testing), and the client’s ability to act on that information. We also argue that choosing participating vendors
in the ﬁrst-stage testing resembles portfolio management, i.e., vendors should be selected based on not only their own
virtue, but also the complement of their performance proﬁles.
We formulate the vendor selection problem as a combinatorial optimization model and prove its NP-hardness by
showing the model can be reduced to a standard knapsack problem. Therefore, no efﬁcient solution procedure is known,
nor are we attempting to ﬁnd one in this paper. We develop a search procedure that guarantees an exact optimal solution,
augmented by some test conditions that eliminates as many enumerations as possible. Even though in the worst case, the
algorithm cannot avoid a complete enumeration, we bank on the fact that in normal situations, the number of potential
vendors for a client is quite limited in which case the algorithm should be appropriate.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We review related work in Section 2, formulate the combinatorial
optimization model for vendor selection in Section 3, and discuss model properties and solution procedure in Section 4.
In Section 5, we present a numerical example that illustrates many interesting insights. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Literature review
Vendor selection is an important aspect of many outsourcing projects. Back in the late 1960s, Wind and Robinson
[15] developed the commonly-used linear weighting method that ranks and selects vendors based on their performance
on multiple measurements. Later researches expanded this classical approach along several dimensions. For instance,
Gregory [16] introduced matrix representation of data into this scheme and rated different vendors for their quota
allocations. Monozka and Trecha [17] proposed multiple criteria vendor service factor ratings and an overall supplier
performance index.
In comparison with the linear weighting methods, mathematical programming offers a more effective tool to handle
the vendor selection problem because of the latter’s ability to explicitly optimize some stated objective [18]. Commonly
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used models include linear programming (LP), mixed integer programming (MLP), analytical hierarchical process
(AHP), data envelopment analysis (DEA), and goal programming (GP) [19–23]. Methodologies vary, but so does the
problem setting. For example, Murthy et al. [19] developed an LP model for make-to-order items in a situation that
involves ﬁxed cost, shared capacity constraints, and volume-based discounts. The objective is to minimize total sourcing
and purchasing costs. Dahel [20] studied a multi-vendor, mutli-product, and competitive sourcing environment. They
developed a mixed integer programming model to determine both the number of vendors and the allocation of total
orders to each of them. The AHP method is used in Handﬁeld et al. [21] to generate weights for vendor selection
problem. Ghodsypour and O’Brien [22] offered an integrated decision support system that combines the AHP method
with LP.
There are many other studies that focus on the multi-attribute aspect of the vendor selection problem (price, quality,
ﬂexibility, and delivery time); for instance, the negotiation model in Zhu [23], DEA models by Liu et al. [24] and
Weber et al. [25], GP models in Sharma et al. [26], and fuzzy mixed integer goal programming model in Kumar
et al. [27]. Nevertheless, these models are commonly formulated as an one-stage decision problem, and suffer from the
assumption that the client has perfect information about the vendors, a luxury it does not have in the real-world.
To address the uncertainty in the vendor selection problem, Snir and Hitt [13] presented a two-stage contracting
framework and analyzed it from the game theory perspective. They argued that the model creates many beneﬁts for the
client, especially when they have no prior information about vendors (so all vendors are equally qualiﬁed) and vendors
have to invest in the ﬁrst stage (so there is little cost to the client, and vendors have a ﬁnancial stake in the success of
the projects).
In this paper, we study the two-stage process for a different situation. We assume that the client has prior information
about the vendors. The client wants to improve that knowledge by engaging multiple vendors in a pilot study in the
ﬁrst stage before making a full commitment to one of them in the second stage. We also consider the client has a ﬁxed
budget and it has to share a substantial amount of the ﬁrst-stage cost. This gives rise to a different problem that we
intend to address.

3. Vendor selection as a combinatorial optimization problem
Consider a client who contemplates a two-stage approach for an outsourcing project: a pilot study in the ﬁrst stage
to select a vendor for the task, and the full implementation of the project in the second stage by the chosen vendor. The
client has a ﬁxed budget C for the entire project and has to divide the fund into c1 and c2 ≡ C − c1 for the respective
use in the ﬁrst and second stages.
The beneﬁt of the project is derived from the second-stage implementation, which depends on both the implementation
budget C − c1 and the performance of the selected vendor. Assume that vendor performance can be rated by a single
measurement with L levels, indexed by l = 1, 2, . . . , L.
Let bl (c2 ) be the beneﬁt of the project that can be realized if the vendor performance is at level l and the implementation
budget is at c2 . Let the performance index be sorted in an ascending order so that
bl (c2 )bl  (c2 )

if l > l  .

Also assume jbl (c2 )/jc2 0, i.e., the client’s beneﬁt from the project increases with the budget size.
Let there be n vendors, indexed by i =1, 2, . . . , n. Before the ﬁrst-stage testing, the client may evaluate a vendor based
on its past performance. The result of that evaluation can be characterized as a prior distribution over the performance
level, i.e. qil (i = 1, 2, . . . , n and l = 1, 2, . . . , L), interpreted as the client’s subjective probability that vendor i will
give a l level performance:
L


qil = 1,

i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

l=1

The client gets to know how well a vendor will perform on the given project only after subjecting the latter to the
ﬁrst-stage testing.
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Let si denote the amount of money that the client needs to spend on vendor i for the ﬁrst-stage testing, and let xi
(i = 1, 2, . . . , n) be a set of binary variables, where xi = 1 if vendor i is selected for the ﬁrst-stage testing and xi = 0
otherwise. Then the client’s ﬁrst stage expenditure is
c1 =

n


si x i .

(1)

i=1

In selecting these vendors, the client faces a tradeoff. To enhance its chance to recruit a top-performing vendor for the
second-stage implementation, the client should involve as many vendors in the testing as possible, which means more
expenditure in the ﬁrst-stage. However, to derive the maximum beneﬁt from implementing the project, more money
should be left for the second stage implementation.
To quantify this tradeoff, let Q
il = qi1 + qi2 + · · · + qil (i = 1, 2, . . .) be the probability that vendor i’s performance
is below level l. It follows that ni=1 Qxili is the probability that the best performance of all tested vendors does not
exceed level l and
Gl (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) =

n

i=1

Qxili −

n

i=1

i
Qxil−1

(2)

is probability that level l is the best performance of tested vendors, and thus is the performance that the client will
receive in the second stage. Given these probabilities, the client’s expected beneﬁt is
L


Gl (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn )bL (C − c1 ).

l=1

Apply Eqs. (1) and (2) and observe that QiL = 1 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n (i.e., no vendor can perform better than the
best level L), the client’s decision of selecting vendors for testing can be formulated as the following combinatorial
optimization problem:

 n
 n

L
n

 x

 x


x
i
B = max
bl (C − c1 )
Qi1i b1 (C − c1 ) +
Qil1 −
Qil−1
x1 ,x2 ,...,xn

n


i=1

si x i = c 1 ,

i=1

=

max

x1 ,x2 ,...,xn

n


l=2

i=1

i=1

xi 2, xi = 0, 1



i=1

b1 (C − c1 ) +

L


bl (C − c1 )

l=2

n

i=1

Qxili

 n
n



si x i = c 1 ,
xi 2, xi = 0, 1 ,


i=1

(3)

i=1

where bl (C − c1 ) = bl (C − c1 ) − bl−1 (C − c1 ). The constraint ni=1 xi 2 is imposed because there is no reason to
conduct a ﬁrst-stage testing with only one vendor. By doing so, the client would have effectively committed this only
vendor for the project since whatever result turned out by the testing, the client would not have a second choice. In this
case, it is better to skip the ﬁrst stage all together and save the money for the second stage implementation.
4. Model property and solution procedure
As we will show in this section, the combinatorial problem formulated in (3) can be reduced to a standard knapsack
model, and thus is NP-complete, which is known to be hard to solve [28]. In cases like this, one has to choose between the
efﬁciency of the algorithm and the accuracy of the solution, and we will select the latter. We develop a search procedure
that always ﬁnds the exact optimal solution but in the worst case, requires evaluation of every potential solution. We
argue that for our application, the client usually has a limited number of vendors to choose from. Consequently, even
the complete enumeration of all solutions is within easy reach of available computing power. We also try to improve
the efﬁciency of the algorithm by imposing test conditions that can eliminate unnecessary enumerations.
We start from the following proposition on the hardness of the model.
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Proposition 1. There exist instances of model (3) that is equivalent to a knapsack problem, so that optimization problem
in (3) is NP-complete.
Proof. Consider a special case in which L = 2 and bl (C − c1 ) (l = 1, 2) take the forms of the following step function:
bl (C − c1 ) =

bl
0

if C − c1 C0 ,
otherwise,

(4)

where 0 < C0 < C. To get a positive beneﬁt in this case, the choice of xi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) is subject to
n


si xi C − C0 .

i=1

Consequently the objective function in (3) becomes
b2 − (b2 − b1 )

n

i=1

Qxi1i

and model (3) becomes equivalent to
 n
 n
n
 x 

i
Qi1 
si xi C − C0 ,
xi 2, xi = 0, 1 .
min
x1 ,x2 ,...,xn

i=1

i=1

(5)

i=1

For any non-trivial case where 0 < Qi1 11 (i = 1, 2, . . . , n), let ai = − log(Qi1 ) 0. Consequently, (5) is the
same as
 n
 n
n




ai xi 
si xi C − C0 ,
xi 2, xi = 0, 1 .
(6)
max
x1 ,x2 ,...,xn

i=1

i=1

i=1

If (6) is not NP-complete, then neither would be the problem
 n
 n



ai xi 
si xi C − C0 , xi = 0, 1 ,
max
x1 ,x2 ,...,xn

i=1

(7)

i=1

which is clearly not true because (7) is the standard formulation of the knapsack problem [28]. 
Given the NP-completeness of our problem, developing an efﬁcient procedure to ﬁnd the exact optimal solution
is impossible (at least for now). Therefore, in this paper, we develop a depth-ﬁrst search procedure that guarantees
the exact solution at the expense of computation time. To improve computational efﬁciency, we introduce some test
conditions that enable us to reduce the number of potential solutions to be searched. These conditions are based on the
following two observations.
First, if vendor i dominates vendor j in both performance and testing cost, i.e.,
Qil Qj l

for all l and si sj ,

then it is never optimal to select vendor j but not i for the ﬁrst-stage testing.
Second, suppose we know there is a feasible solution that gives B0 as the value of the objective function. Suppose
that {xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xin } is a set of selected vendors. Let
c1 = si1 xi1 + si2 xi2 + · · · + sin xin

and s = min{si : i  = i1 , i2 , . . . , in }.

If B0 fL (C − c1 − s), then even testing an additional vendor guarantees the best performance for the client, the
improvement in performance is out-weighted by the impact of additional funding reduction for the second stage.
Therefore, we can safely exclude the solution that includes {xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xin } and any other vendor.
1 The case where there exists i  that Q  = 0 (so that q  = 1) is trivial because it means the best performance is guaranteed by vendor i  , in
i1
i2
which scenario there is no need for the ﬁrst stage testing.
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To give a step-by-step description of our search algorithm, deﬁne T as a ﬁrst-in-last-out (FILO) stack that keeps the
indexes of vendors that are currently chosen. For given T, let B(T ) be the corresponding value of the objective function.
During the search process, vendors are dynamically added to or removed from T, which leads to changes of B(T ).
Deﬁne T ∗ as the best selection that has been found so far in the process, and D as the set of vendors that should not be
excluded from the selection based on previous searching result.
The process includes the following steps:
1. Initialize T, T ∗ , and D to {} and let i0 = 1, where i0 is the starting point of the search and will be updated in the
process.
2. If i0 = n, we have reached the end of our algorithm. T ∗ is the optimal selection, and B(T ∗ ) is the value of the optimal
solution.
3. Let i1 = i0 .
4. Add i1 to T and evaluate the current objective function:
B(T ) = b1 (C − c1 ) +

L


bl (C − c1 )

l=2



Qil ,

where c1 =

i∈T



si .

i∈T

Also let s = mini ∈T
/ si .
5. Compare the current solution with the best solution found so far
if B(T ) > B(T ∗ ), then let T ∗ = T .
6. Consider changing T
(a) If (i1 < n) AND vendor (i1 + 1 ∈
/ D) AND (bL (C − i∈T si − s) < B(T ∗ )), then let i1 = i1 + 1 and go to
step 4.
(b) Else if i1 = n, let i1 = i  , where i  is the index of the penultimate element in T (recall T is a FILO stack). Remove
the last two vendors from T and proceed to step 7.
/ D, then let i1 = i1 + 1 and go back to the beginning of step 6.
(c) Else if vendor i1 + 1 ∈
(d) Else if bL (C − i∈T si − s) > B(T ∗ ), then remove vendor i1 from T, let i1 = i1 + 1, and go to step 4.
7. If i1 > i0 , then go to step 4. Otherwise, add vendor i0 to D.
Add any vendor i > i0 to D if Qi0 l Qil for all l and si si0 si .
Let i0 = i0 + 1 and proceed to step 2.

5. Numerical examples
5.1. Base case
In the base case, we consider 10 vendors (indexed from 1 to 10) and 4 scenarios. Each scenario is attached with
a score: 1(“poor”), 2(“fair”), 3(“good”), and 4(“excellent”). Table 1 gives prior distribution of vendors’ performance
over these scenarios that are known to the client before the ﬁrst-stage testing. Also included is the client’s cost of going
through the ﬁrst stage with vendor i (i = 1, 2, . . . , 10).
Vendors 1–3 are high-performance ﬁrms who command a premium in the testing cost. Vendors 9 and 10 reside on
the other side of the spectrum. The rest fall into the middle ranges in both performance and cost, which can be further
characterized as stable performers (vendors 4–6) and volatile ones (vendors 7 and 8).
The client’s beneﬁt from the project is formulated as
bl = Al (C − c1 ) ,

(8)

where Al (l = 1, 2, 3, 4) and  are inputs. Recall C is the client’s total budget and C − c1 is the amount of budget left
for implementation after the ﬁrst-stage testing. The value of  is in the range of (0, 1), reﬂecting a positive contribution
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Table 1
Performance proﬁle and testing cost
Vender

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Performance probability

Cost

Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent

0.1
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.4
0.3
0.1
0.1

0.0
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.2
0.5
0.6

0.3
0.0
0.5
0.9
0.7
0.8
0.0
0.0
0.4
0.3

0.6
0.7
0.5
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.6
0.5
0.0
0.0

25
25
25
15
15
15
15
15
5
5

Table 2
Result: distribution of payoff over different scenarios
Scenario
l

Beneﬁt
bl

Probability
qil (%)

Expected value
bl qil

1 (poor)
2 (fair)
3 (good)
4 (excellent)
Total

0.0
312.8
521.4
730.0

0.0
0.0
6
94.0
100

0.0
0.0
31.3
686.2
717.5

of more implementation spending to the beneﬁt of project, as well as the diminishing return of that contribution. In this
example, we let  = 0.5. The value of Al increases with l, i.e., the beneﬁt of the project is larger with a better performing
vendor. In the example, we let A1 = 0, A2 = 15, A3 = 25, and A4 = 35.
Suppose the client has a total budget of $500.00 million. Given the above inputs, the model produces the following
outcome:
1. The client should spend 65 (more than 10% of total budget) on the ﬁrst stage to screen vendors. The vendors
selected are 2, 3, and 7, i.e., two high-cost, high-performance ﬁrms, and one ﬁrm with medium cost and volatile
performance.
2. The client’s expected payoff is $717.50 million, the break down of which is given in Table 2.

5.2. Discussions and managerial implications
5.2.1. When the screening process is helpful
The ﬁrst issue we address with this study is when the two-stage process is a better approach than the ﬁrst-stage
alternative. In the latter case, the client picks the vendor based on prior information on performance distribution
(Table 1) and starts directly with the implementation of the project. By doing so, the client avoids the testing cost and
puts the money into the direct generation of the beneﬁts.
The value of the ﬁrst-stage testing comes from the improvement of the client’s understanding of the vendors and
the wiser selection of a vendor for project implementation. Correspondingly, whether this process is worth paying for
depends on two factors. First, to what extent the client can improve its knowledge about the vendors by testing and
second, how much ﬂexibility does the client have to adapt its selection decision based on updated information from the
testing. From this perspective, one would naturally expect the following results.
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benefit improvement

15.0%

7.5%

0.0%
100

200

300

400
500
budget

600

700

800

-7.5%

-15.0%
Fig. 1. Change of relative beneﬁt improvement with budget.

Consider the base case under the one-stage process. From Table 1, the average performance of a vendor can be
ranked by
Ai =

4


Al qil ,

i = 1, 2, . . . , 10,

(9)

l=1

where the values of Al and qil are given in Section 4.1 given above. Since
A3 = max{Ai : i = 1, 2, . . . , 10},
one would naturally choose vendor 3. The expected beneﬁt is then
√
B  = A3 C  = 30 500 = 670.5.

(10)

Recall from Table 2, that for the same case, the expected beneﬁt of the two-stage process is 717.5, 7% improvement in
beneﬁt. Nevertheless, this advantage may not necessarily persist in all situations.
We conduct a few numerical experiments with the client’s budget. We vary the budget size from $100 to $800 million
in increments of $100 million. The relative improvement of the second stage process is deﬁned by
B − B
,
B

(11)

where B is the expected beneﬁt of the two-stage process given by and B  is that from the one-stage process, calculated
similarly as in Eq. (10) (with different values for budget C). Fig. 1 shows reduction (even negative) of the improvement
by the two-stage process as the client’s budget shrinks. The reason for this reduction of the advantage is that with a
smaller budget, the client can only recruit a smaller number of vendors for the ﬁrst-stage testing. Therefore, what it can
do after getting better information about vendors is more limited. For instance, when the budget gets as small as $100
million, the client’s beneﬁt is maximized if it recruits only one vendor, vendor 3, for the ﬁrst-stage testing (if we drop
the requirement that ni=1 xi 2). In this case, the vendor selection decision is not contingent on the outcome of the
ﬁrst-stage, and the vendor is better off with the one-stage approach.
Another important factor for accessing the value of the two-stage process is the improvement of vendor information.
Suppose we keep the $500 million budget constant and vary the difference between scenarios 3 and 4 by letting
A3 = A0 − ,

A4 = A0 + .

In the base case, A3 = 25 and A4 = 35 so A0 = 30 and  = 5. Let A0 be a constant and  ﬂuctuates. Therefore, the
average performance of our preferred vendor, vendor 3, does not change, but the uncertainty about actual performance
goes up and down with the value of as  goes up and down. Fig. 2 shows the change of relative improvement (see
Eq. (11)) in the expected beneﬁts achieved by the two-stage process with the changing value of uncertainty
parameter, .
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benefit improvement
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Fig. 2. Change of relative beneﬁt improvement with uncertainty.
Table 3
Ranking of the vendors
Vendor

Ave. perf. (Ai )

Screening cost

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

28.5
26
30
24
24
25
21
20.5
17.5
16.4

25
25
25
15
15
15
15
15
5
5

For a small value of  (low uncertainty), the little information improvements the client gains from the ﬁrst-stage
testing does not justify the cost of going through the process, which is an effect exempliﬁed by the negative value of
the relative beneﬁt improvement. The gain becomes substantial when  becomes large.
The above analysis has the following managerial implications. In deciding whether or not to adopt a two-stage
process, a manager has to ask herself two questions:
1. Is there enough uncertainty about the vendors that can be resolved by ﬁrst-stage testing?
2. Do I have enough budgetary ﬂexibility to make the best vendor selection based on the outcome of the ﬁrst-stage
testing?
Only when the answers to both questions are positive should the two-stage process take place.
5.2.2. Which vendors to choose
Suppose it makes economic sense to adopt a two-stage process. Then the next question is: which vendors should the
client choose to be included in the ﬁrst-stage testing? We argue that this initial selection decision is not a simple process
of picking frontrunners, but rather a process of creating a well-balanced candidate portfolio. The following numerical
examples support this argument.
Let us ﬁrst determine each vendor’s average performance, Ai (as in Eq. (9)) and give these numbers in Table 3. The
table shows that vendors 4–6 score better than vendor 7 in the average performance while the screen cost are the same
for the four vendors. Despite these inputs, in the optimal solution, the chosen vendor should be 7 (together with vendors
2 and 3) instead of other vendors 4–6.
This seeming contradiction is actually a reﬂection of the basic principle of managing a portfolio, i.e., a candidate
should be chosen based on not only its individual merit, but also how well it complement other candidates’ performance.
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Table 4
Optimal choice of vendors for different payoffs
Case 1 (A4 = 35)

Case 2 (A4 = 30)

Vendor selected

1,2,7

2,6,7

Scenario

Probability (%)

Performance

Expected value

Probability (%)

Performance

Expected value

Poor
Fair
Good
Excel.
Total

0.8
0.4
3.6
95.2
100.0

0.0
313
521
730

0.0
1.3
18.8
694.9
715

0.0
1.2
9.6
89.4
100

0.0
316
527
632

0.0
3.9
50.6
564.5
619

In this case, the existence of vendor 3 as a candidate guarantees that the client will not end up with the ﬁrst (poor) and
second (fair) scenarios.2 Therefore, the only remaining concern is whether the last scenario (excellent performance
by at least one candidate vendor) will emerge from the screening process. On this front, selecting vendor 7 contributes
more to maximize the chance of that happening than choosing any of other three vendors.
The tradeoff between reward and risk is another deﬁning feature of portfolio management. A decision-maker is
willing to take more risk of failure if doing so would result in a higher reward in success. This tendency is readily
observable in our problem in the observable choice of vendors.
Consider the base case in which the optimal choices of vendors are 2, 3, and 7. Here, vendor 3 is an attractive
candidate from both risk and reward perspective. Its performance is no worse than “good”, eliminating the client’s risk
of ending up with a poor or fair performing vendor. It also has a good chance of being an “excellent” vendor, giving
the client a good reward.
Now suppose we eliminate vendor 3 as a possible candidate by attaching a very high testing cost to it, which vendor
should be chosen as its replacement? Table 3 shows an interesting phenomenon. In case 1, we keep everything else
unchanged from the base case except making vendor 3 un-selectable, then another high-cost, high-performance vendor,
vendor 1, is chosen in vendor 3’s place. Given there is a small probability for vendor 1 to perform poorly, the client
will be taking a slight risk of failure rate of 0.4%.
Case 2 is the same as Case 1 except we reduce the value A4 from 35 to 30, i.e., in the best scenario, the beneﬁt of
the project is
30(C − c1 )0.5 instead of 35(C − c1 )0.5 .
This change effectively reduces the client’s reward from having an “excellent” vendor. As a consequence, the client
is no longer willing to take the risk. As shown in the table, instead of vendor 1, the client selects vendor 6, a decision
made to eliminate the chance of the worst case, but one that also has a smaller probability to achieve the best case.
We put these two cases side by side in Table 4. Summarizing from the data, we conclude that in selecting vendors for
the ﬁrst-stage testing, the right combination is more important than picking the best performer. The balance between
risk and reward is of vital importance.
6. Conclusions and future research
The focus of our research is to help clients to render vendor selection decisions in the outsourcing process. The
proposed two-stage vendor selection model is more adequate than the conventional single-stage model, the limitations
of which were previously discussed. Our two-stage vendor selection model assumes that the client has prior information
about the vendors and that the client wants to improve that knowledge by engaging multiple vendors in a pilot study in
the ﬁrst stage before making a full commitment to one of them in the second stage. It also considers that the client has
a ﬁxed budget and it has to share a substantial amount of the ﬁrst-stage cost.
2 The worst the client can do is to pick vendor 3 after testing, whose performance will be either good (scenario 3) or excellent (scenario 4), but
cannot be bad, fair, or poor.
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6.1. Modeling contributions
Our main contribution in this area is to formalize the vendor selection decision as a combinatorial optimization
problem. We proved that the problem is NP-complete by showing it can be reduced to a canonical Knapsack problem. We
provide a calculation procedure that delivers the exact optimal solution and includes features that improve computational
efﬁciency.
6.2. Limitations
Our conclusions may be affected by certain limitations in this study, such as the use of the simulated data for case
studies. We also assumed that vendors’ performances are measured by a single criterion. In practice, multi-criteria
measurements are often used in the vendor selection processes.
6.3. Managerial implications
The ﬁrst managerial implication of the proposed two-stage vendor selection model is that it can be used as part of an
easy-to-use decision support system, which is in great need for outsourcing practices [12]. Second, the existing singlestage vendor selection approach is more restrictive in application value thanks to its assumptions, which imply that
vendors’ past performance guarantees future results than our vendor selection model. A third managerial implication
is that this research provides a generalized research framework, which can be used to analyze numerous outsourcing
scenarios. Finally, the proposed vendor selection model cannot only answer the question in terms of which vendor
the clients should choose but also help clients to determine whether it is worthwhile to adopt a two-stage outsourcing
process.
6.4. Future research
The vendor selection problem in this paper does not incorporate the tradeoff between insourcing and outsourcing.
This would render an already complex problem more computationally intractable. Nevertheless, it is an important
problem for future research. Future research needs to apply real world performance probability data or at least come up
with a proper performance probability distribution in the analysis. It will also be interesting to conduct cross-project
comparison and test the validity of the proposed vendor selection model.
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